ALWD Companion: A Citation Practice Book
The ALWD Companion: A Citation Practice Book, by Coleen Barger and Brooke Bowman, helps students to master legal citation through a graduated variety of well-organized exercises that build fundamental citation skills and familiarity with the ALWD Citation Manual. Offering hands-on citation practice in a concise workbook format, the ALWD Companion features: a variety of exercises, from simple learning drills to creating or correcting citations in context, a consistent focus on how to avoid common errors in citation, a logical four-part organization: Part I: Understanding the Way Citations Work, Part II: Citing Specific Sources of Primary Law, Part III: Citing Secondary Sources and Practice Materials, Part IV: Developing Proficiency in Alternate Formats, a detailed Teacher’s Manual with introductory material, guidance and tips for teaching, and answers to all of the exercises in the workbook. Designed to match the clarity and authority of the ALWD Citation Manual and coordinated with its new fourth edition, the ALWD Companion is an ideal supplement to Legal Research and Writing courses and seminars on legal citation.
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Customer Reviews

I waited late to order my book so I was a little worried I would miss the first assignment for class. However the book shipped very quickly and was in excellent condition. In addition I saved money ordering the book from this company. I was very impressed. I would definitely order from this company again.

The book itself appears to hit the mark as a learning guide for the ALWD Citation Manual. It would
be a great practice guide for learning and polishing your legal citations. The problem is that both and the publisher have a false product description. They both say that the answers are included with this practice book and they do not come with this product. According to the publisher they don't sell the "Teacher's Manual" to just anyone. You must be a professor. That's fine, but the real benefit of this practice book is for individuals to practice and validate their answers. I'm not even sure how this would be used in a classroom setting. The publisher and need to correct their product descriptions. Do not buy this book unless it is required for a class.

Has helped me tremendously in my Paralegal class with citations. My instructors recommendation of this was the best help I've had all semester. Recommend to all.

Needed this text for an advanced legal research and writing class. Purchased it "Used" and it was in very good condition with minimal markings. This book is a practice/workbook that complements the ALWD Citation Reference Guide. It provides excellent practice and reinforcement for citation in legal writings.
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